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Health: Her health will generally be good. Hence we cannot categorise him as a permanent poor or wealthy.
There is a peculiarity while he is smiling i. First will be a son and followed by two daughters 5. Family life:
She can enjoy a happy married life. While she will respect the elders, she may not like to live like a slave.
Only very few cases where the Hasta native is working in a low level job has been found. During the naming
ceremony amongst the Brahmins, they used to give three different names or more, one from their paternal
elders, another from the maternal side and the third is that of their family diety kula Devatha. Health: He is
prone to have severe cough and cold, frequent emanation of water from the nose and clotting of such fluid,
asthma or cynos Predictions For Females: 1. Most of the cases either they are engaged in business or in a high
position in the industries Hasta native even with a preliminary academic background will possess excellent
all-round knowledge. In some cases it has been noticed that hasta female, if born in a poor family is employed
in the agricultural field and in the construction activities 4. If she curbs the tendency of open expression of her
views she can attain good amount of success in the family front and enjoy her life in full 3. So that. He does
not like to deceive others even if it costs him his life. Also you will find nice names for Hastha Nakshatra.
Physical features: Her eyes and ears will be extremely beautiful and entirely different from those born in other
Nakshatras. Normally employment in a subordinate level is not fit for him. Very attractive with soft body 2.
His wife will be a homely lady with all good qualities expected from a house wife. Likewise, if a persons
name that sounds something like hero or God, then the named persons behavioral pattern is much better than
one can expect. She is not bothered about the outcome of such expression. Predictions for Hastha Males: 1. In
spite of this good quality, the reward he gets in return is nothing but criticism and opposition. However, she
may have high blood pressure and twisting of veins, asthma in her old age. It may appear that there is some
hidden curse on the native as otherwise, the sincerity and hard work which he shows in every work, should
have given him a wonderful boost While the native does not want to cause any trouble to others, once he is
hurt, he will always be in search of revenge, but at the same time takes consolation in the feet of god by
thinking that let god give him the punishment and he slowly withdraws from the scene of conflict 3. When he
enters in a particular field and starts gaining the object, reversal is already in store for him. In order to carry on
the social, cultural and business activities, we need an identity.


